PYRIT travellers

Traveller service life has a new name
PYRIT – the purple coloured travellers were developed for the use in mills spinning big lots. The PYRIT treated traveller can reach a service life of up to 2 to 3 times the life of a regular traveller at the same or higher speeds.

**Description**
- The high wear resistance against yarn and steel abrasion brings the traveller life to new levels
- No higher ring abrasion despite the elevated wear resistance of PYRIT travellers
- Proven in leading spinning mills worldwide

**Advantage**
- The long service life increases the productivity of the spinning machines
- Higher traveller-speeds boost the yarn output
- No cutting-in in the yarn path due to low friction properties against yarn
- The low traveller wear ensures consistent yarn quality

**Application**
- Regular and compact spinning
- For the full yarn count range
- For yarn producers looking for extended traveller replacement intervals

**Traveller life**
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PYRIT - the travellers with the characteristic purple colour